


FFOUND 
The Woolff Gallery is delighted to present the 3rd edition of the ‘Ffound’ group show. 

We have specialised in three-dimensional artworks for a number of years and are consistently drawn to artworks created 
using unusual mediums or techniques. The ‘Ffound’ exhibition is an opportunity to present a selection of incredible works of 
art made from found objects and re-purposed materials from a handpicked group of artists, including some exciting new 
additions for 2015. 

We always find it encouraging when we discover artists and designers who are able to incorporate or re-process the things 
many people see as ‘rubbish’ into amazing works of art. Re-use and re-cycle are actions that we are all familiar with and the 
‘Ffound’ exhibition is a celebration of the artists who harvest discarded objects and materials, and their imagination when it 
comes to re-presenting them as thought-through and considered artworks. 

In ‘Ffound’ 2015 we present artists working with used travel tickets, re-cycled cardboard packaging, drinks cans, pieces of 
machinery, sweet wrappers, bottle tops, vinyl records, screws, paintbrushes, crockery, and other general household trash. 

In almost all cases the artworks chosen for this exhibition have taken months or even years to create, and the act of 
collecting the materials has become an obsession for the artists. When speaking to many of the artists selected for the 
‘Ffound’ exhibition one realises the focus and devotion that they each hold towards their work, the act of finding, processing 
and selecting the materials and objects that they use is often as satisfying and exciting to them as completing the work itself.

NICK WOOLFF

Detailed CVs for all featured artists are available on request. Please contact the gallery.
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Zac Freeman
Zac Freeman was born in Texas (1972), he currently lives and works in Jacksonville, Florida. 

Freeman builds layer upon layer of found objects, and junk into portraits whose detail and subtlety only emerges with distance. In his 
Assemblage series, out of a seemingly chaotic collection of objects appears an impressionistic two-dimensional face constructed from an 
impressive range of shades and tones.

Zac has been collecting discarded objects for 12 years now. Often a selection of the 1000’s of objects he uses in his artworks will relate to, 
or have been owned by the subject in the portrait. By using found objects as his medium Freeman feels that the story within his artworks 
can be broadened. We can read a lot more into the artwork by looking closely at these objects than we could if we were looking at a 
portrait created using just paint, or pencil.

The narrative that Zac Freeman is trying to create is about everyday people and everyday objects, it is about our culture and the reflection 
of us in the things we use and the things we throw away. These days technology and objects change so fast, for example initially everyone 
had 8-track tapes, then everyone had cassette tapes, then CDs, then digital & what happens to all of those now redundant things? On the 
other hand one of the objects that Zac has used since his first assemblage artwork is black film canisters, initially these were readily 
available however they are becoming more and more rare since the introduction of the digital camera. 

Freeman’s artworks are in a sense a time-capsule, they save a time and a place. Zac enjoys the idea of someone looking at his artwork 
many years from now, and often considers how they would see these objects. Something he has put on an artwork today looks relatively 
new and common, but in 100 years the from now it will be completely archaic and as well as being an incredible and unique work of art 
created by an artistic pioneer, the work will also offer the viewer an insight into the way we live today. 

Zac Freeman has exhibited extensively across the USA and Europe, his work can be found in prestigious private and corporate 
collections across the globe. His work was included in ‘The Art of Seeing’, 8th edition by Mary Pat Fisher and Paul Zelanski. Published by 
Prentice Hall, and also in ‘Launching the Imagination’, 4th edition by Professor Mary Stewart. Published by McGraw-Hill Higher Education 
Publishers. Freeman was also selected as one of the artists for the Absolut vodka campaign with billboards featuring his work appearing 
across London in 2012.

To view our 10 minute Zac Freeman documentary online go to: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-iHmD713lE



Zac Freeman
‘Jason’

60 x 50cm (approx) 
Found object assemblage on board



Keith Haynes
Born in London (1963), Keith Haynes’ work is a playful and 
often nostalgic exploration of popular culture, and in particular, 
popular music culture from his past to the present day.

Keith’s work is noteworthy for his interesting choice of 
materials, creating works from the ‘clutter’ of pop culture - 
button badges, CDs or, more uniquely, vinyl records. Whether 
it’s a graphically iconic portrait or a meaningful song lyric, 
each piece is created from original vinyl records chosen to 
enhance the subject matter, Haynes considers the subject and 
the object to be of equal importance within his practice.

“My introduction to art was through the graphic design of 
people like Jamie Reid and Ray Lowry which I collected on 
records sleeves, T-shirts and badges. These were the people 
that inspired me to go to art school. 30 years on, in a digital 
world where music is losing touch with the visceral and visual, 
my work explores this populist art form – album sleeves, 
record labels, badges and, of course, beautiful, black vinyl – 
not only as its subject but also as its raw material.” 
KEITH HAYNES

On leaving Harrow College with a BA(hons) Haynes worked as 
a designer and director at the BBC where his work featured 
in some of the most influential music and arts programmes of 
the past 20 years. In 1993 a selection of his video work was 
included in an exhibition of experimental and avant-garde 
television design held at the ICA.

His current work has been exhibited extensively in the UK 
and abroad and can be found in private collections in Europe, 
America, Hong Kong and Singapore.

Keith Haynes
‘Hitsville UK’

Mixed media: 7” vinyl & vintage flag
inside Perspex box frame

150 x 100cm (Unique edition of 5) 



Keith Haynes
‘Madness’

Original vinyl inside
box frame 
52 x 52cm 

(Unique edition of 50)

Keith Haynes
‘Help’

Original vinyl inside
box frame 
52 x 52cm  

(Unique edition of 100) 

Keith Haynes
‘Go 2 Tone’
Original vinyl inside
box frame 
52 x 52cm 
(Unique edition of 50)

Keith Haynes
‘Make Art Not War’
Original vinyl inside
Perspex box frame 
70 x 70cm 
(Unique edition of 10)



Jud Turner
Jud Turner has been working with found or re-purposed objects and welded steel for over 20 years, and although his training at the 
University of Oregon was focused on drawing and painting, he enjoys the process of making sculpture, finding objects which can be 
re-purposed, the long hours working in the solitude of the studio, and the way that his practice affects how he views the world around him. 
Placing a high value on craftsmanship and surface appearance Turner balances realism with stylisation, and whilst infusing this with a sense 
of humour he manages to push concepts into the deep levels of the viewers perception. As a result Turner’s sculptures are visually engaging, 
and incorporate symmetry, repetition and intricate detail to balance the contemporary themes he explores.

Turner’s work addresses the exhilarations and anxieties of living in our modern, industrialised society. His artistic philosophy is, “between 
seeming contradictions lie greater truths.” He aims to engage viewers on several levels; to make art that is fun to look at and at the same 
time highlight the contemporary issues that many of us ponder: mortality, the intersection of nature and technology, the passing of time, 
spirituality, and environmental sustainability.

Turner’s work has been featured in over 100 exhibitions throughout the USA & worldwide, he has also held a substantial number of solo 
exhibitions in the USA, and has won numerous awards and grants for his work. He has created public sculptures for the City of Eugene and 
Moses Lake Museum and Arts Centre. His work can be found in public and private collections around the world. 
Turner lives and works in Eugene, Oregon. 
 
Selected group exhibitions:
2015 - Beijing Design Week – continuation of “Steampunk: The Art of Victorian Futurism”
2014 - “Steampunk: The Art of Victorian Futurism” - IDA Art Center, Seoul, South Korea
2013 - Art Miami, Art Southampton, Houston Fine Art Fair, London Art Fair, 
Scope New York, TIAF, Strarta at Saatchi Gallery, Ffound 2013, Art Palm Springs, 
2013 - Won best in show at the Eugene Mayors Art Show (also took part in 1997, 
1998, 2000, 2008 & 2010)
2012 - Art Miami, Art Southampton, Houston Fine Art Fair.

Selected Public or Private Collections:
Great Blue Heron sculpture - University of Oregon, Eugene, OR
Designed and fabricated chandeliers and sculptures - Soubise Restaurant, Eugene, OR
Museum Icon Mammoth - Moses Lake Museum and Art Center WA
Permanent Collection at Tri-Cities Campus - Washington State University
Lane County Mental Health - public art commission (memorial), Eugene, OR

Jud Turner
‘Blackberry the Rabbit’ (left)
Welded machinery and tools

41 x 36 x 26cm

Jud Turner
‘Silver the Rabbit’ (right)

Welded machinery and tools
51 x 31 x 26cm





Jack Tanner
Process is at the core of Jack Tanner’s practice, creating highly structured and carefully rendered artworks composed from a system of 
thought. The mathematically informed discoveries are revealed through an abstract visual dialogue. Using a variety of materials (in this 
case re-purposed pozi screws), Tanner creates these optical explorations which combine both the movement of physical form and colour.

Viewing his practice as a journey, a new generation of ideas are conceived through the act of making and drawing. Tanner’s previous 
works, along with numerous working drawings are the story behind the fabrication of future constructions. Using the act of making as a 
form of discovery illustrates the importance of working manually, rejecting the notion of mechanical procedures. Throughout the 
production process the manual execution of each bespoke, hand-made piece allows for enough time to gain the key knowledge required 
to inform future pieces

The element of play present within the production process is coherent with the incorporation of wit in the titles of certain pieces. Often 
sitting between two and three-dimensional forms, the constructions frequently enforce an active response from the viewer, with perception 
being a focal point of the inquiries pursued.

Since graduating in 2012 with First class honours from Wimbledon School of Art, 
Tanner’s work has been included in a number of group exhibitions: 
2015 The Hackwood Summer Exhibition
2015 Fresh Green Shoots, Darren Baker Gallery
2015 The Library; St Martins Lane, London
2014 Bubbles and Light, Hampstead
2014 Drawing in Conversation, Islington Arts Factory
2013 Hackwood Art Festival 2013 
2012 Roy’s Salon Tea Party, Commune, London 
2012 Vibe Affordable Arts Summer Exhibition Vol.3, 
The Biscuit Factory, London 
2012-2013 Clyde & Co Art Awards Houndsditch, London 
2012 Controlling the System (Degree Show 2012).
Wimbledon College of Art.
2011 The Future of Contemporary Art, The Lloyd Gill 
Gallery,Weston-Super-Mare

Jack Tanner    ‘CMYK’    64 x 64cm    
 Acrylic on pozi screws and board

Jack Tanner    ‘Ripple’    59 x 59cm     
Acrylic on pozi screws and board



Jack Tanner    ‘Flock’    122 x 198cm     Acrylic and oil on pozi screws and board

Jack Tanner
‘Mind the Gap’

69 x 104cm
Acrylic and oil on pozi screws and board



Jack Tanner
‘Mind the Gap’

69 x 104cm
Acrylic and oil on pozi screws and board



George Ioannou
George Ioannou is a self-taught artist who launched his art career in the late 90’s with 
a collection of iconic works entitled ‘Gangster Art’, which depicted iconic scenes from 
cult movies. These artworks propelled Ioannou to success and he is now one of the 
UK’s most collectible pop artists who can count a host of A-listers in and amongst his 
client list.

Currently Ioannou is creating artworks which he feels to be more engaging, he uses a 
variety of techniques and skills to ensure his latest artworks are not just a flat, 
two-dimensional piece of artwork. It is these works which have been created using 
re-purposed items that are presented here in the Woolff Gallery ‘Ffound’ exhibition 
2015.

“I want people to touch and feel my artwork. I want these pieces to stand out and have 
an alternative function that allows people to experience them, not just see them for 
their artistic values..”  
George Ioannou

2015 Clients include.
Audemars Piguet
Sunseeker
Love Film
Utility Warehouse
Wasps RFU
Amazon

George Ioannou
‘Grandfather Rocks’

180 x 34 x 20cm
Fibreglass & spray paint with wireless speaker



George Ioannou
‘Graffi-tea cups’ (black)

90 x 90cm
Tea cups and paint on Perspex

George Ioannou
‘Graffi-tea cups’ (clear)

90 x 90cm
Tea cups and paint on Perspex



Joanne Tinker is a self-confessed ‘collectaholic’, she has colourful boxes of sweet wrappers, bottle tops, buttons, butterflies, and papers 
all collected and stored neatly in her studio, waiting to be given a new life. Tinker initially trained as a silversmith, but after quickly tiring of 
the traditional materials of silver and gold she turned her delicate hand to more common, everyday materials and objects allowing her to 
create large, beautiful and kaleidoscopic pieces. 

Whether an organised array of tiny, miniature goblets made from brightly-coloured sweet wrappers, or rows upon rows of miniature chairs 
made from luxury wine bottle-tops, Tinker’s interest and skill in re-using discarded objects chimes well with these ‘recycle’ times. Tinker’s 
meticulous artworks always generate considerable interest from a diverse set of admirers, be it from Art Collectors, Museums, chocolate 
or champagne lovers, or simply due to the fact that these beautiful, joyful artworks evoke a certain sense of nostalgia to which most of us 
can relate.

Joanne Tinker

Joanne’s artworks are on 
permanent display at the 
Science Museum alongside 
work from Vivian Westwood. 
Recently her artwork has 
appeared at London’s Royal 
Academy Summer Exhibition, 
at the New York Museum of Art 
and Design, and in the White 
Rabbit Collection, Sydney. 
Tinker was also recommended 
in The Miami Herald as one of 
the top picks for Art Miami / 
Basel week 2010. Her artworks 
have been featured in The 
Telegraph, The Evening Stand-
ard, and The Guardian as well 
as magazines such as Vogue, 
Homes and Property, Living 
Etc... To name a few

Joanne Tinker    ‘Men in Action’     70 x 140cm    Recycled foil wrappers



Joanne Tinker
‘Please take your seat’ (black frame)

80 x 80cm
Luxury wine tops

Joanne Tinker
‘Please take your seat’ (white frame)

70 x 70cm
Luxury wine tops



Susila Bailey-Bond
Mostly known for her sculptural papercut, Bailey-Bond’s artwork emerges between design, collage, and mixed media canvasses of bold, 
graphic art which is obscured by the insertion of thousands of tiny clear tubes. More recently Bailey-Bond has been working on a series of 
installations and artworks created using found aluminium drinks cans, and other found objects. 

Initially the found aluminium cans are thoroughly cleaned, then hand-cut, painted, arranged and assembled. Some of Susila’s works 
presented in the Ffound 2015 exhibition also make use of discarded nail varnishes for colour, as well as actual tree branches which have 
been thoroughly preserved, coated & sprayed. 

“My Sunday morning run often results in me rather un-glamourously rummaging through bins, and scouring the local streets for any 
discarded cans from Saturday night’s revellers - it has become a mild obsession. I like to think that the things people throw away can be 
re-created into something beautiful. As we all know the world has limited resources, so there is a feeling of satisfaction knowing that the 

main material used to create the artwork has been re-purposed and not 
produced just for my use”. SUSILA BAILEY-BOND

Since being first shown at the Woolff Gallery in 2008 Susila’s work has been 
widely exhibited at major art fairs in London, Switzerland, Miami, Chicago, New 
York, Houston, Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore and Toronto, her work has also 
been exhibited in The Netherlands, Belgium, France, and Germany, she had her 
first solo show at Woolff Gallery in 2013 and her work has been selected for a 
number of group exhibitions worldwide. 

Tiffany and Co. commissioned three major works for their stores in London’s 
Bond Street, Seattle and Los Angeles, and luxury brand Davidoff is also a 
client. Susila’s artwork was included in the book ‘Papercraft II’, published by 
Gestalten, and has also been featured in numerous magazines including; ‘Fine 
Art Connoisseur’, ‘VICE’, & ‘B’, as well as numerous online magazines, blogs 
and reviews. Bailey-Bond’s artwork can be found in private collections 
internationally.

Susila Bailey-Bond   ‘Drifting’    53 x 53cm   
Aluminium cans, spray paint & enamel on pins and wood



Susila Bailey-Bond    ‘Storming’    83 x 83cm    
Aluminium cans, spray paint & enamel on pins

Susila Bailey-Bond    ‘Spin-It’    83 x 83cm    
Aluminium cans, spray paint & enamel on pins



Paola Bazz
‘Double Face 6’ 
122 x 122cm 
Re-cycled paper and cardboard. 3D paper collage 

Paola Bazz
Paola Bazz is an Italian-born artist, now based in the UK.
 
Bazz studied Architecture at University IUAV in Venice. Along with house renovations, interiors and store designs, Bazz worked on 
museum and temporary exhibitions as well as theatrical scenographies in Rome, Padua and Milan between 1991 and 2010. 

Although professionally trained as an Architect, Bazz has 
always loved painting and has experimented with a variety 
of creative techniques. Often her focus has been the faces 
of people, the movement of the human body and the 
relationship between public and private in everyone’s life. 
Between 2004 and 2008 Bazz took part in various group 
and solo exhibitions in Padua, Milan and Turin and in 2005 
founded, together with other artists, the group “Gruppo 
Fuoridisegno”.
 
In 2008, in search of new artistic solutions and leaving 
painting as unique form of expression, Bazz began the 
production of artworks using printed paper recycled from 
magazines, newspapers and catalogues.  This new artistic 
research was initiated by a move to Brussels, where she 
found new inspiration in the chaotic succession of images, 
messages, colours and the cultural characteristic of the city.

Now based in Manchester Bazz is focusing on exploring the 
dimension and power of printed paper, along with issues 
like the conflict of opposites and of “chaos”.



David Hind

David Hind
‘Pulminary Maple’ 

120 x 92cm 
Reclaimed Aluminium

David Hind (b.1965) refers to himself as “thing maker”. Hind 
is a fabricator of conceptual and representational artworks, 
furnishings, instruments, and other functional objects; each 
of which is exclusively rendered from recycled and reclaimed 
materials. His work introduces a quality of finesse to the 
handling of scrap yard material, weaving cultural, political 
and ecological subject matter into compelling contemporary 
narratives.

Salvaged Landscapes is an apt description of both the 
materials and the theme behind Canadian artist Dave Hind’s 
work. Hind creates meticulously rendered landscapes which 
often examine the meeting of the natural and the 
constructed. The artworks are unexpectedly assembled out 
of reclaimed aluminium siding which is cut, carved and 
layered into a mosaic of texture arid colour, this ongoing 
body of work depicts the intersection between rural and 
urban landscapes, often documenting specific trees who 
share their space with the manufactured city scape. 

Hind’s installation works can be found in public, private and 
corporate collections in both Canada and the United States, 
he has exhibited throughout his Canada, the USA and abroad 
since the outset of his career in the early 1990s.

Dave Hind currently lives and works in Brantford, Ontario, 
Canada.



Finn Stone
Born in 1971, Finn Stone has inherited all the exuberant 
energy, joy of life, and strength of conviction of his Irish 
parentage. Combined, these qualities provide him with 
an inexhaustible source of gregarious inspiration, which 
embraces the most diverse creative disciplines. 

Stone is a creative and contemporary artist/designer - he 
is one of the UK’s leading makers of fibreglass furniture 
and has created a diverse range of renowned design 
products. Mostly known for his polyethylene ‘Ball Chair’ 
which is sold worldwide, Stone has moulded his love of 
eccentricity into the realm of sculptural art by creating 
unique one-off artworks which are often ‘tongue in cheek’ 
and laced with humour. 

Stone often uses materials such as aluminium and 
fibreglass, as well as found and re-purposed everyday 
household items such as Paintbrushes, Lego and toy cars. 
He truly is a ‘remarkable eccentric’ and his work certainly 
achieves his own description of ‘fun, funky and 
fascinating’. His practice is governed both by his 
flamboyance and his overzealous imagination as he 
creates unique sculptural pieces that are a by-product 
of his lateral thinking and are dripping in absurdity. Finn 
Stone’s artwork is juxtapositioned to challenge the banal 
as he simultaneously tips his hat to his own dream world. 
Stone’s artwork ‘Pigs’ features in the film “The Banksy 
Job”, which will be released in 2016. 
Finn Stone
‘The Scream’   
76 x 56cm
Re-purposed paintbrushes



Finn Stone
‘Chair with pipe’   

72 x 59cm
Re-purposed paintbrushes



Weedon-Williams
Weedon-Williams is the collaboration of artists 
Rae-Sarah Weedon (b.1963) and Ian Williams (b.1946) 
who live in Winchester and work from their studios in 
the Hampshire countryside.

Rae-Sarah gained an MA in Fine Art with Distinction 
at Winchester School of Art in 2009, and continued to 
develop her contemporary and conceptual art 
practice. Ian had previously owned and run 
animation studios in Brighton, and then spent recent 
years developing his own Pop Art inspired personal 
artistic practice. Both were selling and exhibiting 
independently when they met in 2012. 

The combination of these two diverse talents combine 
to create one cohesive practice whose works seek to 
explore the complexity of modern living in relation to 
the constant, innumerable and varied journeys we all 
undertake, both physically and metaphorically. 

‘Bus Tickets A’ and ‘Bus Tickets B’ use the 
temporary and disposable bus ticket – intrinsically 
worthless yet ultimately essential and representing the 
various objects that we collect and discard along the 
way – to illustrate patterns of movement, repetition of 
events, issues of urban density and population, and 
the search for a sense of order within chaos.

Weedon-Williams    ‘Bus tickets “A”’    83 x 94 x 9cm    
Vintage bus tickets and die-cast buses on board



Weedon-Williams    ‘Bus tickets “B”   152 x 89 x 9cm
Vintage bus tickets and die-cast buses on board



Ann Robinson
Born in Gothenburg 1961, Ann Robinson spent 
her early years living and studying in Brussels. 
She relocated to France in 1989 and currently 
lives and works in Paris.

Robinson’s delicate collages are created using 
only found and recycled Paris metro tickets. The 
tickets are collected and sorted into colours and 
shade, they are then cleaned and processed by 
the artist before being combined on the surface 
into either loose forms, or geometrical 
arrangements, the resulting artworks appear as 
fine, abstract weaves of colour with softness and 
charm, as well as a sense of spontaneity, its as if 
the artist has been guided by the materials equally 
as much as she has controlled them.

Ann’s artwork has been exhibited in a number of 
exhibitions in Paris, as well as exhibitions in 
Belgium and other areas in France. She has won 
several prizes for her collage work including: 
2015: Prix du Théâtre, 50ème Salon du Vésine, 
2014: 2nd prize in the Salon du Collage 
Contemporain, Paris, and the Prix de la Ville de 
Maisons-Laffitte, Salon Couleur et Forme, le 
Mesnil-le-Roi.

Ann Robinson    ‘Circulation’ 
84 x 84cm (framed)    Used Metro tickets



Ann Robinson    ‘Three Times Ten’ (triptych) 
each 82 x 47cm (framed)    Used Metro tickets
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